ATLANTIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Advertising Dimensions & Rates: Symphonic Program

**Season Rates include:**
- Full Season placement
- Full Season listing in Corporate Friends of ASO
- Homepage listing as a Corporate Supporter
- Social Media "shout out" at start of season

**Event Rates include:**
- Placement in your event(s) of choice
- Listing in Corporate Friends of ASO for your chosen concert(s)
- "Buy 2; Get 3" option available

**Sponsor Rates include:**
- Pair of tickets to Opening Night
- Full Season placement
- Full Season listing in Corporate Friends of ASO at appropriate level
- Listing notation as a Program Book Sponsor
- Homepage listing as a Corporate Sponsor, with static logo
- Inclusion as Corporate Sponsor in season emails
- Inclusion as Corporate Sponsor in newsletter mailings
- Social Media promotion of your business during season
- "Proud Sponsor" Tag for your use

**Inside & Outside covers:**
- 5"w by 8"h
- 4-color
- Sponsor Rate: $2300 (inside)
- $2500 (back)
- Season Rate: $2000
- Inside Rate: $1800

**Full Page (interior):**
- 4.75"w by 7.5"h
- b/w
- Sponsor Rate: $1500
- Season Rate: $1000
- Event Rate: $250

**1/2 Page (interior):**
- 4.75"w by 4"h
- b/w
- Sponsor Rate: $1200
- Season Rate: $600
- Event Rate: $150

**1/3 Page (interior):**
- 4.75"w by 2.5"h
- b/w
- Sponsor Rate: $900
- Season Rate: $400
- Event Rate: $100